Blenko Glass Company
Festival of Glass

August 4 & 5, 2017

"Make Blenko An Experience Not Just A Destination"

Festival of Glass Class Schedule
Friday, August 4
8:15am
8:30am
8:30am
8:30am
8:30am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
12:30pm
1:00pm
1:00pm
1:00pm
1:00pm
1:00pm
1:00pm
1:00pm

Fused Acid Etched Dichroic Pendants
Glass Blowing Workshop *CLASS IS FULL*
Blown Glass Candy Dish (1 spot remaining)
Larger Dalle Chipping *CLASS IS FULL*
Intro To Fusing Glass *NEW CLASS*
Miniature Water Bottle Night Light
Stained Glass Panel (2 spots remaining)
Stepping Stone Glass Mosaic *CLASS IS FULL*
Fused Stacked Dichroic Pendants
Small Dalle Mosaic (8 spots remaining)
Make Your Own Glass Vase *CLASS IS FULL*
Make Your Own Pumpkin *CLASS IS FULL*
Glass Paperweight *CLASS IS FULL*
Stepping Stone Mosaic (K) *CLASS IS FULL*
Glass Windchime *CLASS IS FULL*
Intro To Fusing Glass *NEW CLASS*

Saturday, August 5

8:15am Mosaic Dichroic Pendant *NEW CLASS*
8:30am Glass Blowing Workshop *CLASS IS FULL*
8:30am Blown Glass Candy Dish (1 spot remaining)
8:30am Larger Dalle Chipping (1 spot remaining)
9:00am Crystal Crackled Globe Night Light
9:00am Stained Glass Panel *CLASS IS FULL*
9:00am Stepping Stone Mosaic (K) (9 spots remain)
9:00am Intro To Fusing Glass *NEW CLASS*
10:15am Mosaic Dichroic Pendant *NEW CLASS*
12:30pm Stacked Dichroic Earrings *NEW CLASS*
1:00pm Small Dalle Mosaic (5 spots remaining)
1:00pm Make Your Own Glass Vase *CLASS IS FULL*
1:00pm Make Your Own Pumpkin *CLASS IS FULL*
1:00pm Glass Paperweight *CLASS IS FULL*
1:00pm Stepping Stone Mosaic (K) *CLASS IS FULL*
1:00pm Intro To Fusing Glass *NEW CLASS*
1:00pm Plug-In Night Light

(K) Indicates Kid Friendly Class
For classes NOT marked KID FRIENDLY age restrictions are STRICTLY Enforced.

Class pictures, descriptions, costs and age limitations can be seen on next pages.
Sign-up info can be seen on the last page.

Glass Blowing Workshop:
Ages 15-up. $390.00/person.
Limited to 5 participants.
Have you ever wanted to try your hand at glass blowing? Each person will
participate in every step necessary to create a piece of handmade glass. You wil
work on at least 4-5 pieces and the end results are all yours to keep.

Blown Glass Candy Dish/Bowl.
Ages 14-up. $59.00/person.
Limited to 15 participants.
Working with our staff you craft a hot glass bowl or dish. Work through the
several steps of making a glass object by learning hands on, with assistance
as needed, to create your own one of a kind piece of glass.

Large Dalle Chipping
Ages 14-up. $138.00/person.
Limited to 6 participants.
Turn your vision into a work of art by chipping away at slabs of glass. This class
offers you the opportunity to learn the techniques involved in creating a
faceted glass 18" x 18" panel.

*NEW CLASS*
Intro To Fusing Glass:
Ages 12-up. $48.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Taught by guest instructor
You will be making:
1 - 4"x4" project. this will be a mosaic of random pieces of glass. this one is aimed
to teach you how to cut the glass and get more comfortable with how it's done.
1 - 8"x8" project. this is your final project and i would suggest that you look at
simple stained glass patterns. less detail the better. remember it will be abstract.
Miniature Water Bottle Night Light:
Ages 12-up. $49.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Work with our skilled lamp designer, Charlie Harshbarger, to create your very
own nightlight from our 384M Water Bottles.

*NEW CLASS*
Crystal Crackled Globe Night Light:
Ages 12-up. $49.00/person.
Limited to 15 participants.
Work with our skilled lamp designer, Charlie Harshbarger, to create your very
own nightlight from a crackled crystal vase.

*NEW DESIGN*
Stained Glass Panel:
Ages 12-up. $90.00/person.
Limited to 5 participants.
You will learn the steps required to make a stained glass panel and will then
create your own 8.5" x 11" panel. Brand new design.

Stepping Stone Glass Mosaic:
Ages 3-up. $20.00/person.
Limited to 10 participants.
Parental supervision requested under age 10. A great class for kids. Create your
own custom garden stone using various Blenko glass pieces and other unique
decorations.

Small Dalle Mosaic:
Ages 5-up. $48.00/person.
Limited to 8 participants.
Parental Supervision required under age 10. Use your imagination to create an
8" x 8" glass panel using various shapes of pre-cut Blenko glass.

Make Your Own Vase
Ages 14-up. $59.00/person.
Limited to 15 participants.
Work through the several steps of making a glass object by learning hands on,
with assistance as needed, to create your own one of a kind vase.

Make Your Own Large Glass Pumpkin:
Ages 14-up. $59.00/person.
Limited to 15 participants.
Each person will be allowed to participate in every step necessary to create their
very own glass pumpkin. They will heat the glass in the glory hole and blow their
piece of glass into a wooden form so that it can be finished by putting a stem on
the top.

Paperweight:
Ages 12-up. $38.00/person.
Limited to 12 participants.
You choose the color and have hands on work toward making your own glass
paperweight.

Glass Windchime
Ages 10-up. $49.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Choose your colors and assemble a beautiful glass wind chime that will sparkle
in the sun and bring music to your life. This chime features glass panes in various
colors and shapes.

Plug-In Glass Night Light
Ages 10-up. $29.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Utilize a variety of Blenko glass including; sheet glass and culet to create these
unique one of a kind creations. In this class you will start with a 3'' x 4‘’ crystal
base layer which you will add your desired glass accents to. Item will be fired in
kiln to fuse glass and then Charlie Harshbarger will attach the light components
turning your creation into your unique night light(Kiln process is at least an
overnight process; therefore, make arrangements so that Items can be shipped
or picked up at a later date).

Fused Acid Etched Dichroic Glass Pendants
Ages 10-up. $38.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Students will create a acid etched dichroic pendant which will be kiln fired
during class. Pendants will be signed and bails attached so they may be taken
with them when leaving the class. (Parental Supervision Required)

Fused Stacked Dichroic Glass Pendant
Ages 10-up. $38.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Students will create a Stacked Dichroic Glass Pendant. You may register for and
pay for the Saturday companion class and, if registered, in that class make a
pair of earrings to go with your creation. Pendants will be signed and bails
attached so they may be taken with them when leaving the class. (Parental
Supervision Required)

*NEW CLASS*
Mosaic Dichroic Jewelry Pendant
Ages 10-up. $30.00/person
Limited to 20 participants.
Students will create a Mosaic Dichroic Glass Pendant. The process will allow
students to select the dichroic glass and use your artistic talent to create your
pendant. Students will be able to take their pendants with them when leaving
the class. (Parental Supervision Required)

*NEW CLASS*
Stacked Dichroic Earrings
Ages 10-up. $38.00/person
Limited to 15 participants.
Students will create stacked dichroic earrings which will be fired during the class.
Bails will be attached and students will be shown how to attach the .925 sterling
silver earring wires which can be done the following day. This is a companion
class to the Fused Stacked Dichroic Glass Pendant taught on Friday. If you
made a stacked pendant on Friday or in past classes, make earrings to go with
your pendant. (Parental Supervision Required)

Sign-up Information

Sign-ups begin July 5 at 8am

Call us at (304) 743-9081 or (877) 425-3656 with questions and to sign up. Class signups begin Wednesday,
July 5 at 8am. Class space is limited and will fill fast. To reserve your spot, payment must be secured by
Visa, MasterCard, Discover or American Express at the time of reservation. Credit card payments will be
processed at time of reservation. For cash/check payments you may stop by the Main Office Mon-Fri
8am-2:30pm or mail check payments to Blenko Glass Co., P.O. Box 67, Milton, WV 25541. If you have any
questions regarding payment, please contact Tammy McDonald at (304) 743-9081 or (877) 425-3656.
Thank You.

